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FROM THE HEART OF THE SWISS ALPS

Artisan carpentry is still practiced in the idyllic Simmental valley of Switzerland.  
Our pride in masterful craftsmanship is reflected in each custom kitchen we deliver.

We find our inspiration in the raw beauty of the local landscape with its majestic mountains 
and untouched valleys. Whether our kitchens are installed in a modern penthouse or a cosy 

chalet, our customers witness our passion to make their individual design dreams come true
with a unique kitchen.

Zbären kitchens are made from the best quality materials and manufactured with a combination 
of first class craftsmanship and our state-of-the-art machinery. Our workshop in the heart of the

 Swiss Alps delivers custom-made kitchens to homes across the world.
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Dear Readers,
The numerous wonderful polo tournaments in Europe are colourful as 
a summer bouquet and we will present our choices in this issue. Our 
journey begins in Gstaad, the highlight of the Swiss summer polo tour-
naments. There we met Cédric Schweri, who defended his previous 
year’s title confidently with his Team Banque Eric Sturdza, for an inter-
view. In doing so, the sunny boy revealed an impressive profundity and 
talked about his commitment to children with cancer as part of his 
Foundation ‘Polo with heart’ (Polo mit Herz) and his future plans for his 
private, professional and sporting life.

From the Bernese Oberland, we move on to the ‘Sonnenstube’ in  
Switzerland, then to the Polo Cup in Ascona. Thereafter we will visit  
the Barrière Deauville in France with the Silver and Gold Cup and the 
highly attractive Ladies Polo Cup before we travel to the Austrian Open 
in Ebreichsdorf and on to the summer tournaments of the Prague  
Country and Polo Club. From the multitude of German polo events,  
we opted for the BUNTE Polo Cup on the Chiemsee and the German 
Masters on Sylt.

In our gourmet category, the focus is on cheesecake. Even the ancient 
Greeks knew of it and in the meantime, the cheesecake has made its 
triumphal march around the world and even in the USA, the former ugly 
duckling has long undergone an image change among the desserts. In 
fact, there is the franchise company Cheesecake-Factory, a kind of Dis-
neyland for cheesecake disciples with a range of over 50 cheesecake 
varieties in more than 100 locations.

Animal lovers will be thrilled to meet ‘Etienne’. The 22-year-old horse 
lady grabs the brush between grazing and ground training and paints 
extraordinary pictures. Etienne’s paintings inspire at exhibitions in Ger-
many and a Swiss gallery owner has already asked Etienne’s owner to 
be the representative for the gifted mare.

If you love special holiday destinations, our ‘Holidays in your own  
universe’ will captivate you, presenting some of the most beautiful  
private islands.

We wish you a pleasant reading!

Birgit Hügli-Herrmann
Publisher & Owner

EDITORIAL
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PROJECT Immobilien has established 
itself as one of the largest property 
developers and builders in the most 
important metropolitan regions in 
Germany. In and around the cities of 
Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt am Main, 
Nuremberg and Munich, we create 
ambitious and high-quality residential 
districts in urban locations, from 
freehold apartments to townhouses – 
commission-free and turnkey ready.

The place to be: Berlin
Having an apartment in Berlin is one 
of the most exclusive indicators on 
an international level – For example, 
directly on the Spree in Mitte, just a 
stone’s throw away from the political, 
tourist and cultural centre of Berlin. 
With a view of the television tower, 
in C/O MITTE you’ll be living in one 
of the city’s best addresses – with 

attractive furnishings, two roof 
terraces or a balcony and loggia 
directly overlooking the Spree.

Upmarket living in Nikolassee
The brand new Nikolas Ensemble 
is being constructed in a similarly 
sought-after area of Berlin: situated 
in the prestigious district of Steglitz-
Zehlendorf, surrounded by villas and 
offering a tasteful style of living, with 
excellent local recreation possibilities 
such as the Großer Wannsee. Let the 
variety in the 18 freehold apartments 
surprise you!

Extensive parkland with style
Hamburg has become one of the most 
attractive locations for international 
investors. This is especially true of 
the forest districts in the far north, 
Situated in Wohldorf-Ohlstedt, in 

a neighbourhood characterised 
by spacious villas, the freehold 
apartments of the Walddörfer 
Complex are ready to move in 
immediately. With living spaces of up 
to 208m², large terraces, balconies 
and roof terraces with a successful 
combination of features and views of 
the countryside.

A Bauhaus-style residential district 
Situated on the northwest, right on 
the outskirts of Hamburg, ASPELOHE 
is a sustainable residential complex 
in timeless Bauhaus architecture – 
an attractive investment opportunity 
within commuting distance of 
Hamburg’s economically strong north! 
A selection of attractively furnished 
freehold apartments and townhouses 
are being built to KfW-55 standard with 
geothermal energy and photovoltaics.

PROJECT IMMOBILIEN:
 PASSIONATE ABOUT PROPERTIES

www.project-immobilien.com

Nikolas Ensemble | Berlin

EA noch nicht vorhanden

LEON | Nürnberg

EA noch nicht vorhanden

Walddörfer Ensemble | Hamburg

EA-B: 60,0–61,5 kWh/(m²a), Gas, Bj. 2014, EEK B

ASPELOHE | Norderstedt

EA-B: 18,1–24,7 kWh/(m²a), Erdwärme, Bj. 2014–2016, EEK A+

F.188 | Nürnberg

EA-B: 46,4–80,5 kWh/(m²a), Fernwärme, Bj. 2017–2018, EEK A–C

The Urban | Frankfurt am MainClassico Bogenhausen | München

EA noch nicht vorhanden EA-B: 50 kWh/(m²a), Fernwärme, Bj. 2018, EEK B

C/O MITTE | BerlinSchlosspark Ensemble | Wiesbaden

EA-B: 81,0-86,0 kWh/(m²a), Pellet, Bj. 2017, EEK C EA-B: 55,0–55,6 kWh/(m²a), Fernwärme, Bj. 2014, EEK B

By the Schlosspark in Wiesbaden
The Schlosspark Ensemble in 
Wiesbaden-Biebrich comprises 
fi ve elegant city villas with only 30 
residential units, just a few hundred 
meters from the promenade along 
the banks of the Rhine. As such, 
all apartments enjoy a view of the 
neighbouring Schlosspark (palace 
gardens) or their own gardens.

Capital investment in an urban city 
location
The Urban is being built in a timeless 
design and with high-quality 
furnishings in the up-and-coming 
district of Frankfurt-Gallus. By 
selecting a freehold apartment in this 
new build, both owner-occupiers and 
capital investors will be backing the 
right horse.

Urban residential district in Nuremberg
Whether for your own use or as a 
capital investment: In Nuremberg-
Eberhardshof, the construction of the 
F.188 will include various apartments, 
micro-apartments, extraordinary 
lofts and studio apartments, generous 
town houses and two commercial 
units on the ground fl oor.

An ensemble of new buildings with 
historical charm
Surrounded by historic buildings, 
LEON will comprise 67 residential 
units with elegant furnishings in an 
ensemble sanctuary in the lively south 
west of Nuremberg. You can choose 
between apartments with exceptional 
dimensions and a townhouse with 5.5 
rooms and three fl oors.

Exclusive new construction in Munich
An elegant ensemble of new buildings 
is being built to fulfi l sophisticated 
demands in the Bogenhausen-
Englschalking district of Munich. 
With just 17 freehold apartments, the 
Classico Bogenhausen is pleasantly 
manageable and will impress you 
with its classic architecture, energy-
effi cient KfW 55 construction, an 
underground car park and a much 
sought-after location.

More properties can be found at 
www.project-immobilien.com

COMMISSION-FREE

FREEHOLD APARTMENTS

AND TOWN HOUSES
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‘Mr Polo Gstaad’ – Pierre Genecand, president Hublot  
Polo Gold Cup Gstaad 
 
Photo: © R&B Presse/Pascal Renauldon

Cédric Schweri welcomes Eric Sturdza 
 
Photo: © Kathrin Gralla

After the successful defense of the title 
Cédric Schweri aims 2019 for the  
third title in a row

23rd Hublot Polo Gold Cup in Gstaad
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What an incredible final! The Hublot Polo 
Gold Cup has always offered high-class 
polo sports, but there has not been such 
an exciting and highly competitive final 
as this year at the airfield in Saanen.  
In the final, the teams of the defending 
champions Banque Eric Sturdza with 
Cédric Schweri, Marcos Riglos, Nico 
Lopez Fuentes, Joao Novaes and  
Clinique La Prairie with Faris Al-Yabhouni, 
Agustin Canale, Hugo Barabucci, Gonzalo 
Bernal faced each other.

Second win in a row for Team Banque Eric Sturdza with Marcos Riglos,  
Nico Lopez Fuentes, Joao Novaes and Cédric Schweri  
 
Photo: © R&B Presse/Pascal Renauldon

Final: Team Clinique La Prairie and Joao Novaes of Team Banque Eric Sturdza 
 
Photo: © Arnaud Soalhat
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Ranking 1   Team Banque Sturdza (+14) 
Cédric Schweri (0)
Marcos Riglos (+5)
Nico Lopez Fuentes (+4)
Joao Novaes (+5)

2   Clinique La Prairie (+14)
Faris Al-Yabhouni (0)
Agustin Canale (+6)
Hugo Barabucci (+5)
Gonzalo Bernal (+3)

3   Team Gstaad Palace (+12)
Marco Maximilian Elser (0)
Marcos Antinori (+3)
Nicolas Antinori (+4)
Pedro Fernandez Llorente (+5)

4   Team Hublot (+12)
Matteo Beffa (0) 
Gerardo Cosentino (0)
Julio Novillo Astrada (+7)
Santiago Schweizer (+5)

POLO

Birgit Hügli-Herrmann and Chris Hügli, owner and  
publisher of Polo Luxury & Country Life Magazine 
 
Photo: © Kathrin Gralla

Cédric Schweri’s girlfriend  
Jennifer Lenti and Christina Sturdza 
 
Photo: © Kathrin Gralla

 Photo: © Arnaud Soalhat


